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Shells of bivalve mollusks serve as archives for past climates and ecosystems, and
human-environmental interactions as well as life history traits and physiology of the
animals. Amongst other proxies, data can be recorded in the shells in the form of
element chemical properties. As demonstrated here with measured chemical data
(10 elements) from 12 Arctica islandica specimens complemented by numerical
simulations, mistakes during sclerochronological data processing can introduce
significant bias, adding a further source of error to paleoenvironmental or
biological reconstructions. Specifically, signal extraction from noisy LA-ICP-MS
(Laser Ablation—Inductively Coupled Plasma—Mass Spectrometry) data
generated in line scan mode with circular LA spots requires a weighted rather
than an arithmetic moving average. Otherwise, results can be in error by more
than 41%. Furthermore, if variations of seasonal shell growth rate remain
unconsidered, arithmetic annual averages of intra-annual data will be biased
toward the fast-growing season of the year. Actual chemical data differed by
between 3.7 and 33.7% from weighted averages. Numerical simulations not only
corroborated these findings, but indicated that arithmetic annual means can
overestimate or underestimate the actual environmental variable by nearly 40%
relative to its seasonal range. The magnitude and direction of the error depends
on the timing and rate of both seasonal shell growth and environmental change. With
appropriate spatial sampling resolution, weighting can reduce this bias to almost
zero. On average, the error reduction attains 80% at a sample depth of 10, 92% when
20 samples were analyzed and nearly 100% when 100 samples were taken from an
annual increment. Under some exceptional, though unrealistic circumstances,
arithmetic means can be superior to weighted means. To identify the presence of
such cases, a numerical simulation is advised based on the shape, amplitude and
phase relationships of both curves, i.e., seasonal shell growth and the environmental
quantity. To assess the error of the offset induced by arithmetic averaging, Monte
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Carlo simulations should be employed and seasonal shell growth curves randomly
generated based on observed variations.

Keywords: bivalve sclerochronology, shell, element chemistry, seasonal growth rate, weighted average, arithmetic
average, denoising, proxy data

INTRODUCTION

Bivalve shells contain a wealth of information on past climates
(Ivany et al., 2011; Wanamaker et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013;
Reynolds et al., 2016, 2017; Walliser et al., 2017, 2020), human-
environmental interactions (Andrus, 2011; Cannon & Burchell,
2017) and ecosystems (Gillikin et al., 2017; Estrella-Martínez
et al., 2019; Graniero et al., 2021) as well as individual life histories
(Jones & Gould, 1999; Moss et al., 2021; Palmer et al., 2021) and
physiology of bivalves (Purroy et al., 2018). Respective data are
encoded in the shells as variable increment width (Witbaard et al.,
1997), microstructure (Höche et al., 2021) and chemical
properties (Weidman et al., 1994) which can be placed into
absolute temporal context by means of growth pattern analysis
(Jones, 1980). While some fast-growing, short-lived species
provide excellent opportunities to understand the
paleoenvironmental variability on seasonal time-scales (Jolivet
et al., 2015), the slow-growing, long-lived taxa are ideal to assess
changes on inter-annual and decadal time-scales (Black et al.,
2009). The outstanding longevity of some species such as Arctica
islandica (up to 500 years; Wanamaker et al., 2008; Butler et al.,
2013) has received particular attention, because their shells can
provide insights into cycles and trends over long, uninterrupted
intervals of time (Schöne, 2013). Specifically, this is the case if
individual annual increment width series are combined by means
of crossdating to form replicated chronologies covering many
centuries or even millennia (Witbaard et al., 1997; Marchitto
et al., 2000; Black et al., 2016, 2019). In recognition of this
immense potential for various different disciplines, bivalve
sclerochronology elicited broad resonance and gained a
remarkable momentum (recent review in Peharda et al., 2021).

Parallel to progress in the field of sclerochronology, advances
in analytical techniques enabled an increasingly higher sampling
resolution. For example, minimum amounts of shell powder
required for light stable isotope analysis via CF-IRMS
(Continuous Flow—Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry) range
between <1 and ca. 20 µg depending on periphery, setup and
calibration (Ishimura et al., 2004; Fiebig et al., 2005; Vonhof et al.,
2020) which translates to µm-scale spatial sampling steps. In-situ
element chemical analysis by LA-ICP-MS (Laser
Ablation—Inductively Coupled Plasma—Mass Spectrometry) is
often completed within areas of several tens of micrometers
(Raith et al., 1996; Warter & Müller, 2017). While increasingly
smaller samples can be measured, it often remains unconsidered
that each of them represents different amounts of time, because
shell growth rates vary during the day, year and lifetime
(Goodwin et al., 2001, 2003, 2021). Therefore, annual averages
may be biased toward the fast-growing portion of the year if
arithmetic means are computed. This bias increases with stronger
seasonal contrasts of biomineralization rate and diminishes with

more uniform growth rates. Although the problem has been
recognized and/or properly addressed in many previous bivalve
sclerochronological studies (Elliot et al., 2003; Goodwin et al.,
2003, 2004, 2010; Schöne et al., 2004, 2020; Gillikin et al., 2005;
Titschack et al., 2010; García-March et al., 2011; Shirai et al., 2014;
Reynolds et al., 2017; Peharda et al., 2019; Ivany & Judd, 2022), no
attempt has been undertaken to quantify the bias of arithmetic
averaging under different simulated growth regimes and
environmental boundary conditions. Another important issue
arises during an earlier step of data analysis, i.e., during signal
extraction from LA-ICP-MS data that were generated in line scan
mode with circular LA spots. Due to the geometry of the ablated
sample portion, some shell portions along the line scan are
crossed more often by the laser beam than others. If this
remains unnoticed and data are filtered with an arithmetic
moving average rather than a weighted moving average, results
can be offset. To the best of our knowledge, the bias resulting
from arithmetic smoothing has never been quantified for
sclerochronological samples.

In the present paper, we have mathematically assessed both
issues. Firstly, we have studied how annual averages computed from
arithmetically smoothed LA-ICP-MS line scan data of bivalve shells
differ from the equivalent averages filtered with a weighted moving
average that considers the circular LA spot geometry. Secondly, we
have quantified the bias that is introduced if changes of seasonal
shell growth rates remain unconsidered and arithmetic instead of
weighted annual means are computed from intra-annual samples.
The present study is partly based on published element chemical
data (Na, Mg, Mn, Sr, and Ba) of twelve shells of modern A.
islandica shells (Marali et al., 2017a, b) amended by five additional
elements (B, Al, K, Zn, and Pb). Numerical models are provided to
explain and support the observed patterns, and best-practice
recommendations are provided. Results of this study may serve
as a guideline for processing high-resolution chemical, structural or
physical data obtained from bivalve shells and potentially other
biogenic (e.g., corals) or abiogenic materials (e.g., speleothems,
zoned minerals) that formed at variable rate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Material, Preparation and Growth
Pattern Analysis
A total of 12 specimens of modern A. islandica were obtained by
dredging from NE Iceland (ICE, 9–11 m water depth, N = 4), the
Faroe Islands (FO, 20 m, N = 2), the Isle of Man (IOM, 30–57 m,
N = 3) and the Gulf of Maine (GOM, 83 m, N = 3) (Table 1; map
provided in Marali et al., 2017b). One bivalve from the IOM died
2 years prior to collection, all others were captured alive and
shucked afterward. Shells were later processed in the laboratory.
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For a detailed description of the sample preparation and growth
pattern analysis Marali et al. (2017a). Briefly, two approx. 3 mm-
thick sections were cut from each shell, ground and polished with
suspensions of F800/1200 grit SiC and 1 µm Al2O3 powder,
respectively. In case of samples from NE Iceland and the
Faroe Islands, one section was immersed in Mutvei’s solution
and used for annual increment width measurements in the hinge
(data published in Marali et al., 2017b) using a combination of
sectoral dark field and fluorescent light microscopic analysis.
Growth pattern analysis of the specimens from the other two
localities (Butler et al., 2010; Griffin, 2012) was performed on
acetate peel replicas (for analytical details Butler et al., 2009).
Annual increment chronologies were used to add a calendar axis
to the chemical data of the shells and determine the ontogenetic
age of the studied specimens.

In-situ Chemical Analysis (Laser
Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometry)
The remaining polished shell slab (hinge portion) of each specimen
was used for in-situ chemical analysis by means of Laser
Ablation—Inductively Coupled Plasma—Mass Spectrometry. The
LA-ICP-MS system at the University of Mainz consisted of a
193 nm ArF Excimer laser (ESI NWR193) coupled to an Agilent
7500ce quadrupole ICP-MS. Measurements were performed in line
scan mode at a scan speed of 5 μm/s and a beam diameter of 55 µm.
The distance between laser spot positions at which a new data
acquisition cycle started was approx. 1.45 µm. The laser repetition
rate equaled 10 Hz and the laser energy on samples was about 7 J/
cm2. During measurement, the laser penetrated approx. 15 µm deep
into the sample surface. To remove potential surface contaminants,
prior to measurements, sample surfaces were pre-ablated applying a
spot size of 100 µm in line scanmode with 3 Hz, 50 μm/s scan speed
at an energy density of about 3 J/cm2. This resulted in removal of
approx. 0.6 µm of the sample surface. Background intensities were
measured for 20 s prior to each line scan.

Accuracy and precision of the analyses were monitored with
NIST SRM 610, USGS BCR-2G and USGS MACS-3 (for
respective quality control data Supplementary Data). NIST

SRM 612 was used to calibrate the element concentrations of
shells and other reference materials using preferred values
reported in the GeoReM database (available at http://georem.
mpch-mainz.gwdg.de, ver. 30, last access: 1 March 2022; Jochum
et al., 2005, 2011). Concentrations of the following elements were
determined: boron (measured as intensity of 11B), sodium (23Na),
magnesium (25Mg), aluminum (27Al), potassium (39K),
manganese (55Mn), zinc (66Zn), strontium (88Sr), barium
(137Ba), and lead (208Pb). Element-specific RSD% (relative
standard deviation) values and average detection limits
(computed as 3σbackground according to Jochum et al., 2012) are
listed in the Supplementary Data. 43Ca served as the internal
standard for referencematerials and shells. Calcium concentrations
for the reference materials were taken from GeoReM, for the shells
data given in Marali et al. (2017a), i.e., 380,000 μg/g.

Data Processing: Signal Extraction and
Temporal Alignment
LA-ICP-MS data obtained in line scan mode show a much higher
scatter (= lower signal-to-noise ratio) than results from single
spot analysis along the same transect would reveal. To extract
signals from such noisy data (Figure 1), digital filtering
(“smoothing”, denoising) is required. Marali et al. (2017a) has
accomplished this with a 31-pt moving average filter. Here, we
compared results of two different smoothing approaches using a
38-pt arithmetic moving average filter and a 38-pt weighted
moving average filter (Figure 1). The reason for computing
the arithmetic mean of 38 (instead of the arbitrarily chosen 31
in Marali et al., 2017a) successive data points is that any given
portion of the laser-scanned shell (except the first and last
27.55 µm of the line scan) was at maximum measured this
many times. Because the distance between laser spot positions
at which a new data acquisition cycle started equaled approx.
1.45 µm, it took 38 measurement cycles until the laser traveled
55 μm, i.e., the diameter of one LA spot (Figure 2). As a
simplification and for the ease of explanation, it is assumed
here that the laser beam moved stepwise rather than with
continuous speed, and chemical analyses were taken at
equidistant intervals of 1.45 µm, i.e., analyses were completed

TABLE 1 | Overview of shells of Arctica islandica used in present study. Except for specimen IOM0525475R, all bivalves were collected alive. W. d. = Water depth; Age =
Ontogenetic age); Time = Studied time interval.

Locality Specimen id W. d.
(m)

Lat/Lon Age (yr) Time (yr
CE)

Faroe Islands FO10-10-01-V6AR1 20 62°09′15.00″N, 007°10′25.00″W 114 1895–2006
FO10-10-02-V12AR1 20 62°09′15.00″N, 007°10′25.00″W 155 1855–2005

Isle of Man IOM0525475R 40 54°07′15.00″N, 004°52′20.40″W 250 1758–2002
IOM0505327R 30 54°18′34.80″N, 004°43′14.40″W 87 1919–2003
IOM0505319L 57 54°08′25.80″N, 004°53′58.80″W 82 1923–2002

NE Iceland ICE120501AL1 9 66°09′58.92″N, 015°22′58.92″W 70 1946–2010
ICE121401AL1 10 66°11′28.98″N, 015°20′25.44″W 176 1839–2007
ICE120703AL2 11 66°11′13.68″N, 015°20′48.30″W 178 1837–2006
ICE120505AL2 9 66°09′58.92″N, 015°22′58.92″W 80 1936–2008

Gulf of Maine GOM090797R2 83 44°26′09.83″N, 067°26′18.05″W 47 1963–2008
GOM090803R3 83 44°26′09.83″N, 067°26′18.05″W 57 1953–2007
GOM090829R1 83 44°26′09.83″N, 067°26′18.05″W 60 1953–2008
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within individual spots where midpoints of LA spot were 1.45 µm
apart from each other. Figuratively speaking, a 1.45 µm wide and
55 µm heigh (rectangular) stripe of shell located at the front edge
of the first LA spot was crossed by 38 LA spots. However, due to
the geometry of the laser spot on the sample surface, i.e., circles (=
LA spots) with 55 µm diameter, the rectangular shell stripes (1.45
× 55 µm) were crossed by variably sized LA spot segments. Or
differently expressed, some portions of the rectangular stipe of
shell were measured more frequently (those near the center of the
line scan) than others (near the periphery) (Figure 2). To smooth
such data correctly, a circle segment area-based weighted moving
average needs to be employed, not just an arithmetic moving
average that assumes that the LA “spot” was rectangular. The
areas of these circle segments were thus used as weighting factors
for the respective element concentration data (calculation details
are given in the Supplementary Data; weights listed in Figure 2).
Data from laser spots near the center of a given stripe of shell were
overweighted relative to such near the edge. Due to end fitting
problems, the first and last 19 averages (each representing
27.55 µm of the line scan) were omitted.

The conversion of the continuous line scan data with
overlapping sampling spots into a new chronology with non-
overlapping data is known as discretization. Similar techniques
as applied herein have previously been used to increase the spatial
resolution of LA-ICP-MS data required to obtain a more precise
understanding of the rate at whichmagma ascends (Fox et al., 2017).

Conversion of the digitally filtered element chemical data from
the distance to the time axis can be done in two ways which were
both assessed here. A common practice (also done inMarali et al.,
2017a, b) is to distribute the data of samples taken at equidistant
intervals (such as the discretized LA-ICP-MS line scan data)
evenly across the year assuming that each data point represents

the same amount of time and—within a given growing
season—biomineralization rate occurred continuously and at
an unchanged rate. For example, if 52 data points were
measured within an annual growth increment (i.e., between
two subsequent annual growth lines), each data point is
assumed to comprise ca. one week, and the “annual” (=
growing season) average is computed as the arithmetic mean of
these 52 values. However, shell production rates typically vary
substantially throughout the growing season so that time-averaging
deviates between samples. To account for such seasonal changes in
growth rate, water-depth specific seasonal growth models, recently
provided for A. islandica by Höche et al. (2022), were applied to
precisely temporally align the chemical data (Figure 3 depicts the
model for NE Iceland). Gaps between the temporally aligned data
were filled by linear interpolation so as to obtain daily element-to-
Ca chronologies. From these data, annual averages were computed
arithmetically. To consider changes in seasonal shell growth rate
properly, weighted annual averages were calculated as well.

In summary, four different variants of annual chronologies were
computed and compared to each other: 1) arithmetic annualmeans
from arithmetically smoothed LA data, 2) arithmetic annual means
from weight-smoothed LA data, 3) weighted annual means from
arithmetically smoothed LA data, and 4) weighted annual means
from weight-smoothed LA data. In contrast to arithmetic
smoothing, weighted smoothing considers that some shell
portions were measured more often than others. In contrast to
arithmetic annualmeans, the calculation of weighted annualmeans
considers the seasonally varying rates of shell growth.

Numerical Simulations
To simulate the differences between arithmetic and weighted
annual averages, numerical models were computed in which the

FIGURE 1 | LA-ICP-MS line scan data (here molar Sr/Ca ratios, grey) of the hinge portion of Arctica islandica specimen ICE120703AL2 from NE Iceland (Table 1).
Direction of growth is to the right. Signals extracted via a 38-pt arithmetic moving average slightly deviate from such obtained with a 38-pt weighted moving average that
takes the circular geometry of the laser beam into account. The arithmetic average (black) preserves more noise than the weighted average (red).
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sampling resolution (N = 1 to 100 equidistant samples), the
seasonal shell growth curve as well as the data recorded in the
shell were varied. To provide a tangible example, it was assumed
that the bivalve perfectly (i.e., without any kinetic or vital effects)
chronicled the sea surface temperature (SST) history during the
growing season in its shell (in the form of “proxy-SST”). Aside
from assessing differences between arithmetic and weighted
proxy-SST averages, this approach also provided the possibility
to contrast the shell-derived averages with the actual SST average
during the growing season.

Two different model setups were assessed. In the first model,
the published seasonal growth model (daily resolution) of A.
islandica from NE Iceland (Figure 3; Höche et al., 2022) and
instrumental SST data from that region were employed as input
variables. The latter were obtained as monthly averages
(1953–2021) from the NOAA Physical Sciences Laboratory
from their website at www.psl.noaa.gov (data product:
Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature V5; grit

66 N, 14W) and converted to daily SST by linear
interpolation. In model two, both the seasonal shell growth
and environmental SST were numerically simulated with
sinusoidal and gaussian functions. This provided the
possibility to phase-shift the curves against each other,
modulate their amplitudes, stretch or compress the curves
along the time axis, and add skewness in order to assess the
respective effect on arithmetic and weighted annual proxy-SST
averages in comparison to the simulated environmental
SST mean.

To compute a weighted annual mean from proxy-SST, the
relative proportion of time represented by each intra-annual
sample served as a weighting factor by which the proxy-SST
value from the respective sample was multiplied. The weighted
annual average could then be computed as the arithmetic mean of
all weighted intra-annual proxy-SST data. Since no actual
chemical measurements were used in this model, it was also
necessary to simulate the growth rate-related bias contained in

FIGURE 2 | Schematic illustration of LA-ICP-MS line scan data discretization. Blue circles denote the laser spots on the sample surface. While the laser beam
moves forward (here to the right) and ablates shell material, a new data acquisition cycle starts every 1.45 µm (in the setup used in this study). For simplification of the
calculations, it is assumed that measurements are instantaneously completed, while in reality, measurements are integrated over some time interval while the laser
continues to travel to the right. As the laser spot diameter (h) measures 55 µm and measurements are completed at regular spatial intervals (w) of 1.45 µm, each
rectangular stripe of shell (red) measuring 1.45 × 55 µm is measured 38 times (note, illustration not to scale; for simplification, only eight acquisition cycles depicted).
Signal extraction of the noisy LA-ICP-MS line scan data should thus be done with a symmetrical moving average integrating 38 data points. However due to the geometry
of the laser beam, each rectangular stripe of shell is crossed 38 times (n) by variably sized LA spot portions (pink; note, for illustration purposes n = 8). Portions near the
center of the rectangular stripe of shell are measured more frequently than those near the periphery. To denoise the data properly, a 38-pt circle segment area-based
weighted moving average needs to be used. Filter weights (c) for the respective LA spot (n) are listed to the right including the respective function to smooth the data.
LA_val = element chemical value measured at a LA spot.
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the (hypothetical) shell record and determine the proxy-SST
value that would have been measured in a given intra-annual
sample that formed at daily changing growth rates (evidently,
each intra-annual proxy-SST value is likewise biased toward
faster growth and differs from the arithmetic mean computed
from the simulated environmental SST). This was compensated
by weighting the simulated daily environmental SST data by the
simulated amount of shell that formed during the respective day.
To do so, each simulated daily SST value was multiplied by the
corresponding simulated daily increment width. Then, weighted
daily temperatures were arithmetically averaged to provide the
weighted proxy-SST average of each intra-annual shell sample.

RESULTS

Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled
Plasma-Mass Spectrometry Line Scan
Data: Signal Extraction and Calculation of
Annual Averages
As demonstrated by the representative example depicted in
Figure 4 (for full set of chronologies Supplementary Data)
and the quantitative analysis of the entire dataset
(Supplementary Table S1), no major role was played by the
choice of which of the two discretization techniques was applied
before annual means are computed from LA-ICP-MS line scan
data. Annual averages calculated from data filtered with the
arithmetic moving average were nearly identical to such
filtered with the circle segment area-based weighted moving
average. The mean difference was merely 1.0 ± 0.4%
(average ± 1σ; N = 12,980), but the average of the largest
differences were six times as high and equaled 5.9 ± 2.6% (N
= 120, one value per element chemical chronology)
(Supplementary Table S1). For elements with sharp, episodic
peaks and a flat background in the raw data such as Al

(Supplementary Data), the largest offset even amounted to
41.2% (on average, 14.3%; Supplementary Table S1).

Element chemical chronologies of shells from GOM not only
were the shortest, but also showed the largest agreement among
the four studied regions (average difference: 0.6 vs. 0.9–1.4%,
average of the largest difference: 3.7 vs. 5.3–8.8%; Supplementary
Table S1). Actually, in longer time-series, the differently filtered
datasets seemed to be in stronger disagreement than in shorter
chronologies, but significant (p < 0.05) positive linear correlations
(R = 0.59 to 0.89; R2 = 0.35–0.80) between the offset and
ontogenetic age only existed for Na, Al, K, Zn, and Pb
(Supplementary Table S1; note that Al and Zn were mostly
below LOD; Supplementary Data). Among the studied element-
to-Ca ratios, Na/Ca series least affected by the different
discretization techniques (0.2 ± 0.1% and 1.4 ± 0.6%,
respectively), and Al/Ca, Mn/Ca, Zn/Ca, Ba/Ca, and Pb/Ca
were most severely affected (1.1–2.4 and 7.5–14.3% difference,
respectively; Supplementary Table S1). In contrast to Na, the
latter elements showed larger variability with occasional
strong peaks.

High-resolution proxy data measured in shells can also be
combined into annual averages, for example, to identify cycles
and trends through time etc. A critical aspect, however, is how
these averages are computed, arithmetically or weighted. The
latter technique accounts for seasonally varying growth rates and
gives more weight to samples from slow-growing portions relative
to such from fast-growing portions. A direct comparison of
arithmetic and weighted annual means (computed from
weight-filtered LA data) revealed more substantial
discrepancies than those caused by the different smoothing
techniques (Figure 4). Whereas the average difference was
only 3.7 ± 1.8%, the average of the largest differences
amounted to 33.7 ± 46.0% (Supplementary Table S2). The
large standard deviation error of the latter resulted from
eminent discrepancies during individual years of Al/Ca, K/Ca,
Zn/Ca, and Pb/Ca in specimen IOM0505319L. However, even
without these values, the average of the largest differences
remained high (22.4 ± 12.1%). As before, smallest differences
were observed among the GOM series (10.5 ± 2.1%), but except
for Mg (negative correlation: R = −0.59, p = 0.04), the differences
caused by the two temporal alignment techniques were unrelated
to ontogenetic age (Supplementary Table S2). Arithmetically
and weight-averaged Na/Ca chronologies were nearly
indistinguishable (average difference: 0.7%; average maximum
difference: 4.2%). However, other element-to-Ca data were more
strongly affected by the temporal alignment technique,
specifically Al, Ba, and Pb (average maximum deviations: 84.5,
51.1, and 56.9%, respectively), and to a lesser degree K, Mn, and
Zn (average maximum differences: 26.8–42.3%; Supplementary
Table S2).

In general, the differences caused by the smoothing techniques
and annual averaging methods were larger for shell portions
formed during early ontogeny, i.e., in broader increments and
when sampling resolution was higher (Figure 4). Particularly, this
applied to B, Mg, K, Mn, and Ba (Supplementary Table S2).
These elements appeared to be more strongly positively and
linearly correlated (on average, R > 0.37) with annual

FIGURE 3 | Seasonal growth model (daily resolution) of Arctica islandica
from NE Iceland (average = black line; 1σ error = grey) based on 11
specimens. Data taken from Höche et al. (2022).
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increment width than the remaining studied elements. However,
none of the elements was statistically significantly (p < 0.05)
correlated with increment width (and thus sample depth) in all
twelve shells (Supplementary Table S1). In case of Ba, one shell
fromGOMdid not reach the critical threshold, and in case of Mn,
both specimens from FO and two from ICE remained below the
significance level.

Numerical Simulations of Differences
Between Arithmetic and Weighted Annual
Means
The differences between arithmetic and weighted annual means
of samples with variable time-averaging were also assessed by
numerical simulations (Figures 5–12; Supplementary Tables
S1–S3). As outlined in the Materials and Methods section, in
these models, the shell element chemical data is referred to as
“proxy-SST” values. This terminology makes the description of
the following more comprehensible and also accounts for the
fact that use of element chemical properties of bivalve shells as
environmental proxies is still a matter of debate (e.g., in A.
islandica: Schöne, 2013; Wanamaker & Gillikin, 2019). In the
first instance (Figure 5), real data were used, namely, the
typical daily growth curve (= seasonal growth model) of A.
islandica in NE Icelandic surface waters and the instrumental
SST curve (long-term daily averages) of the same setting
(Figure 5A). In shallow waters, the growing season of the

ocean quahog starts in ca. mid-October. The
biomineralization rate remains low until the following spring
when food availability and temperature rise. Fastest shell
formation rates are attained during June/July shortly after
the seasonal phytoplankton bloom. Growth rate then slows
down culminating in the formation of a distinct annual growth
line between approx. mid-September and mid-October, i.e., the
growth line formation starts about 1 month after the seasonal
SST maximum (Figure 5A). Note, if growth came to a complete
halt, no shell and thus, no growth lines could have formed.
Though a complete interruption of biomineralization cannot
entirely be precluded, we assume here that growth commenced
during that time period, though at a very low rate. Due to
seasonal growth rate variations, the shell record is biased
toward the faster growing shell portions and spring/summer
SST (Figure 5B). Temperatures during winter are therefore
only encoded in a small portion of the annual increment,
because the majority of the increment grew during the
warm, productive part of the year (Figures 3, 5B). If this
remained unconsidered, an arithmetic average computed
from all samples taken at equidistant intervals from an
annual increment would be notably higher than the actual
annual mean (Figure 5C). Irrespective of the sampling
resolution, this arithmetic average would remain unchanged.
Following the numerical simulation, the offset equals almost +
1°C (5.08 vs. 6.02°C, respectively) corresponding to nearly 18%
of the seasonal temperature amplitude (Figures 5C, 12;

FIGURE 4 | Annual Sr/Ca chronologies of A. islandica specimen GOM090797R2 from the Gulf of Maine (Table 1) computed by different data processing steps.
Raw LA-ICP-MS data (acquired in line scan mode) were digitally filtered by a 38-pt arithmetic moving average as well as a 38-pt weighted moving average Figure 2).
Then, arithmetic (black, blue) and weighted (orange, red) annual means were computed from both data series. While data smoothing (black vs. blue, orange vs. red) had
comparatively small effects, the different methods used to compute annual means resulted in larger offsets (black/blue vs. orange/red), specifically in shell portions
formed during early ontogeny.
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Supplementary Table S3). However, when the seasonal growth
rate changes are taken into account, the weighted annual
average will reflect the actual average SST much closer

(Figures 5D, 12; Supplementary Table S3). With increasing
sampling resolution, the error can be gradually reduced, for
example, with 10 intra-annual samples to + 0.04°C or + 0.7%,

FIGURE 5 | Numerical simulation of differences between arithmetic and weighted annual means computed from intra-annual proxy-SST. (A) Seasonal growth
model of Arctica islandica from NE Iceland in comparison to instrumental SST. (B) SST as recorded by shell (variable seasonal growth rate) and logger. (C,D) Arithmetic
and weighted annual proxy-SST in comparison to actual SST mean. With increasing sample resolution, the weighted mean agrees better with the instrumental SST
average (C): absolute values; (D): relative values.

FIGURE 6 | Numerical simulation of differences between arithmetic and weighted annual means computed from intra-annual proxy-SST assuming shell growth
and SST curves are in phase and have a symmetrical shape. (A) Modeled seasonal shell growth and SST. (B) SST as recorded by model shell and logger. (C,D)
Arithmetic and weighted annual proxy-SST in comparison to actual SSTmean.With increasing sample resolution, the weightedmean agrees better with the instrumental
SST average (C): absolute values; (D): relative values.
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and to as little as + 0.01°C or + 0.2% as soon as 20 equidistant
samples are taken from the annual increment (Figures 5D, 12;
Supplementary Table S3).

In other habitats and/or for other species, the seasonal growth
and temperature curves can be much different from those
presented above. For example, the phase relationship between

FIGURE 7 | Numerical simulation of differences between arithmetic and weighted annual means computed from intra-annual proxy-SST assuming maximum shell
growth occurs half-way between SST extremes and both curves are symmetrically shaped. (A)Modeled seasonal shell growth and SST. (B) SST as recorded by model
shell and logger. (C,D) Arithmetic and weighted annual proxy-SST in comparison to actual SST mean. With increasing sample resolution, the weighted mean agrees
better with the instrumental SST average (C): absolute values; (D): relative values.

FIGURE 8 | Numerical simulation of differences between arithmetic and weighted annual means computed from intra-annual proxy-SST assuming main growing
season (fast growth) is limited to about 5 months, shell growth and SST curves are in phase and both have symmetrical shape. (A)Modeled seasonal shell growth and
SST. (B) SST as recorded by model shell and logger. (C,D) Arithmetic and weighted annual proxy-SST in comparison to actual SST mean. With increasing sample
resolution, the weighted mean agrees better with the instrumental SST average (C): absolute values; (D): relative values.
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the curves can vary, the amplitudes can vary, the curves can be
compressed or stretched, skewed etc., All of these variations
would affect the difference between weighted and arithmetic

proxy-SST means as well as their offset from the actual SST
mean measured in the environment. Such effects were simulated
in an exemplary way and depicted in Figures 6–12 (also

FIGURE 9 | Numerical simulation of differences between arithmetic and weighted annual means computed from intra-annual proxy-SST assuming main growing
season (fast growth) is limited to about 3 months, shell growth and SST curves are in phase, growth curve is left-skewed and SST curve has a symmetrical shape. (A)
Modeled seasonal shell growth and SST. (B) SST as recorded by model shell and logger. (C,D) Arithmetic and weighted annual proxy-SST in comparison to actual SST
mean. With increasing sample resolution, the weighted mean agrees better with the instrumental SST average (C): absolute values; (D): relative values.

FIGURE 10 | Numerical simulation of differences between arithmetic and weighted annual means computed from intra-annual proxy-SST assuming main growing
season (fast growth) is limited to about 5 months, maximum shell growth occurs half-way between SST extremes and both curves are symmetrically shaped. (A)
Modeled seasonal shell growth and SST. (B) SST as recorded by model shell and logger. (C,D) Arithmetic and weighted annual proxy-SST in comparison to actual SST
mean. With increasing sample resolution, the weighted mean agrees better with the instrumental SST average (C): absolute values; (D): relative values.
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Supplementary Table S3). If shell growth (0–4 arbitrary units/
day, max: 0.55%/day/annual increment width) is strongly
positively coupled to water temperature (0–4°C) (Figure 6),
the arithmetic SST mean (3°C) overestimates the actual SST
mean (2°C) by 1 °C, i.e., by 25% relative to the seasonal SST
amplitude (4°C), whereas the weighted mean merely deviates
from the actual SST by one-eighth (+ 0.12°C, + 3.0%) of that value
when 20 intra-annual samples are taken, and nearly matches the

actual SST average (+ 0.04°C, + 0.8%) when the sample depth
approaches 50 (Figure 12). If the curves are in antiphase, the
signs reverse. In both cases (in-phase or in antiphase), changes of
the amplitudes of seasonal shell growth rate or SST have no effect
on the relative offset. However, the absolute bias of the arithmetic
average changes proportionately to a change in the SST range.
When the seasonal growth maximum (or minimum) occurred
half-way between the seasonal SST extremes (Figure 7), the
arithmetic mean would perfectly resemble the actual mean,
but the weighted mean would underestimate the actual SST by
up to 0.30°C (−7.7% relative to the SST amplitude) when the
sample resolution was 4–5. The offset rapidly decreases as the
sample depth is decreased or increased, e.g., −0.2°C (−5.8% or
−5.3%) at 2 or 20, respectively, −0.1°C (−2.6%) at 50 and −0.01°C
(−0.4%) at 100 equidistant samples (Figures 7, 12;
Supplementary Table S3).

An increasingly shorter growth period (= compressed growth
curve) results in larger differences between the actual and
reconstructed SST means, unless a weighted mean is
computed from a sufficient number of subannual samples
(Figures 8–12; Supplementary Table S3). For example,
when both curves are in phase and the main growth period
comprises ca. five months, the arithmetic mean overestimates
the actual SST by 1.6°C (39.4% of the SST amplitude), whereas
the weighted mean provides reasonable results (+ 0.1°C, + 2.6%)
and near-perfect results (+ 0.01°C or + 0.2%) when a sampling
resolution of 20 and 50 is applied, respectively (Figures 8, 12;
Supplementary Table S3). A rapid decrease of shell formation
rate after the seasonal growth maximum combined with a

FIGURE 11 | Numerical simulation of differences between arithmetic and weighted annual means computed from intra-annual proxy-SST assuming main growing
season (fast growth) is limited to about 3 months, maximum shell growth occurs half-way between SST extremes, growth curve is left-skewed and SST curve has a
symmetrical shape. (A) Modeled seasonal shell growth and SST. (B) SST as recorded by model shell and logger. (C,D) Arithmetic and weighted annual proxy-SST in
comparison to actual SST mean. With increasing sample resolution, the weighted mean agrees better with the instrumental SST average (C): absolute values; (D):
relative values.

FIGURE 12 | Error reduction by computing weighted instead of
arithmetic means from intra-annual proxy-SST data of Arctica islandica shells
as shown in Figures 5, 6, 8–11 (i.e., excluding cases where the arithmetic
mean provides superior results, i.e., Figure 7). With increasing sample
resolution (black to blue), the weighted mean agrees better with the
instrumental SST average. Numbers in box indicate sample depth,
i.e., number of intra-annual samples. For further details Supplementary
Table S3.
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shortening of the main growing season to ca. three months leads
to a slight decrease of the offsets (36.9% and <1.5%, respectively)
(Figures 9, 12; Supplementary Table S3). When the timing of
maximum shell growth is closer to that observed in A. islandica
at NE Iceland and the shape of the growth curve (non-skewed)
and duration of the main growing period is left unchanged (ca.
five months), however, the arithmetic mean overestimates
actual SST by + 1.0°C (+ 25.5%), while a weighted mean at a
sample depth of 10 would return proxy-SST that merely deviate
from actual SST by + 0.1°C (+ 2.3%) (Figures 10, 12;
Supplementary Table S3). A left-skewed seasonal growth
curve would reduce the offsets by approx. 50% (Figures 11,
12; Supplementary Table S3). If both curves are left-skewed
and the maxima occur at the same time (not shown), the
arithmetic mean overestimates the actual mean by nearly 1°C
(25.3%) (Figure 12; Supplementary Table S3).

DISCUSSION

As demonstrated here, the arithmetic averaging of bivalve shell-
derived proxy data representing unequal sample sizes or different
amounts of time can challenge paleoenvironmental
interpretations. Specifically, signal extraction from noisy LA-
ICP-MS data generated in line scan mode with circular LA
spots requires a weighted rather than an arithmetic moving
average (Figures 1, 4, Supplementary Table S1). In turn, if
variations of shell growth rate remain unconsidered, annual
averages will be biased toward the fast-growing season of the
year (Figures 5–12, Supplementary Tables S2, S3). A large
number of factors can potentially influence environmental
proxy data recorded in bivalve shells including kinetic and
vital effects, chemical inhomogeneities below the sample
surface etc., Thus, any additional errors resulting from the
sample spot geometry and differences in time-averaging of
individual samples should be minimized. This can be
accomplished with a few additional data processing steps
(Figure 2) as well as a detailed analysis of the typical species
and habitat-specific timing and rate of seasonal shell growth
(Figure 3).

Signal Extraction From Laser
Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometry Line Scan
Data—Arithmetically or Weighted?
According to exemplarily studied shells of A. islandica from
different localities in the North Atlantic, overall, it did not play
a major role if signals were extracted from noisy LA-ICP-MS
line scan data with an arithmetic or weighted moving average
filter (Figure 4, Supplementary Table S1). Averaged over the
ten investigated elements, the annual means computed from
such datasets differed by only 1%. However, the largest offsets
of the chronologies attained, on average, almost 6%, and for
elements with sharp, episodic peaks in the raw data such as Al,
Zn, Ba, and Zn (e.g., Stecher et al., 1996; Gillikin et al., 2008;
Marali et al., 2017b), this figure was occasionally exceeded

multiple times. Hence, if the data were processed with an
arithmetic moving average, ephemeral signals in faster
growing shell portions would get attenuated due to a flawed
smoothing technique.

With increasing chronology length, the discrepancies
between annual averages computed from arithmetically
and circle segment area-based weight-filtered raw element-
to-Ca data tended to become larger (Supplementary Table
S1). Chronologies of elements with a more pronounced
seasonal variance or episodic sharp peaks in the raw data
were—again—particularly affected. This observation can be
explained by a more pronounced change of element
concentration between sample points in slower growing
shell portions. An arithmetic average smooths such data
less well than a weighted average as shown by an artificial
data set (Supplementary Data) and in Figure 4; albeit in
weakened form, the same can be observed in faster growing
shell portions (Figure 1). Consequently, the offset between
chronologies computed from differently smoothed raw data
increases with decreasing sampling resolution
(Supplementary Table S1). For this reason, the offset also
increases with chronology length, because a larger
proportion of narrow increments then contributes to the
average error.

Based on the findings from measured data (Figure 1,
Supplementary Table S1) and, more importantly, theoretical
considerations (Figure 2), it is recommended here to smooth LA-
ICP-MS line scan data based on circular LA spots with a weighted
moving average. In line scan mode, each stripe of shell (as high as
the LA spot diameter, here 55 μm, and as broad as the distance the
laser travels between acquisition cycles, here 1.45 µm) is
measured multiple (here 38) times. However, due to the
circular geometry of the LA spot, the rectangular stripe of
shell is crossed by 19 variably sized LA spot segments
(Figure 2). The contribution of data from different laser spots
to the average value of the rectangular stripe of shell thus varies.
This needs to be considered and requires weighting of the data.
Filter weights may need to be adapted if the instrument settings
(laser scan speed, LA spot size, acquisition time etc.) differ from
those used in the present study (Figure 2). The use of an
arithmetic moving average should be limited to line scan data
that were generated with a rectangular LA “spot” geometry (e.g.,
Warter & Müller, 2017).

Computing Weighted Annual Averages
From Intra-annual Samples—Option or
Necessity?
By far more significant than the bias caused by arithmetic data
smoothing is the error induced by arithmetic averaging of intra-
annual samples with different time-averaging (Figures 5, 6,
8–12; Supplementary Table S3). Evidently, this does not only
apply to LA-ICP-MS data (Supplementary Table S2), but also
to data acquired by any other method from bivalve shells (as
well as any other materials that formed at variable rate). As
indicated by the numerical simulations, arithmetic means of
environmental proxy data (here SST) are typically biased toward
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the fast-growing part of the “year” (= growing season) and can
thus substantially differ from actual SST averages as well as
weighted proxy-SST means (Figures 5, 6, 8–12; Supplementary
Table S3). Depending on the shape of the curves (seasonal shell
growth and SST) as well as their amplitudes and phase
relationships, arithmetic proxy-SST means deviated by up to
almost 40% (relative to the seasonal SST amplitude) from actual
SST averages. Such bias can lead to significantly different
paleoenvironmental interpretations. However, averages
computed from samples that were weighted by the relative
amount of time during which the respective shell portions
formed almost always provided a more accurate
representation of the actual SST. With weighting, the error
can be substantially reduced, on average, by approx. 80% if
10 equidistant samples were taken, 92% if 20 intra-annual
samples were available, and 99% for a sample depth of 100
(Figures 5, 6, 8–12; Supplementary Table S3). A sampling
depth of less than three is not recommended, because two intra-
annual samples rarely reduced the error; to obtain significant
results, the sample depth needs to exceed six intra-annual
samples. The only case where an arithmetic mean can
provide superior results than the weighted mean occurs when
the growth rate maximum is located half-way between seasonal
environmental extremes, provided that both curves, shell
growth and SST, have the same shape, symmetry and
smoothness (Figure 8). In such a case, weighting can induce
an error of up to almost +8%.

To determine how strongly arithmetic means are biased and to
obtain the factors by which individual intra-annual samples need
to be weighted (Figure 2), knowledge of the timing and rate of
seasonal shell growth is essential (Figure 3). Seasonal growth
curves can be determined, for example, by measuring daily and
fortnightly increment widths (Hallmann et al., 2009). This
approach is typically recommended in fast-growing species
from the intertidal zone and can be done in relatively short
time in a larger number of specimens. Where growth patterns are
less well developed, the shell stable oxygen isotope method
provides a powerful alternative. For that purpose, δ18Oshell

data are aligned in the order of serial sampling until they
closely match the shape of a pseudo-δ18Oshell curve computed
from instrumental water temperature and δ18Owater data
(Wilkinson & Ivany, 2002; de Brauwere et al., 2009; Titschack
et al., 2010; Judd et al., 2018; Peharda et al., 2019; for review on
automated alignment methods see; Ivany & Judd, 2022) or by
aligning temperatures reconstructed from δ18Oshell data along the
instrumental temperature curve (Goodwin et al., 2009; Schöne
et al., 2011). The δ18Owater data—if not available—can also be
inferred from salinity using the local freshwater mixing line (e.g.,
Witbaard et al., 1994; Schöne et al., 2004; Goodwin et al., 2021).
As the calendar date of each isotope sample is then known, the
rate of daily shell growth between adjacent samples can be
determined based on the distance between sample centers and
the time elapsed between them (e.g., Goodwin et al., 2009;
Peharda et al., 2019). Factors by which intra-annual samples
should be weighted can then be obtained from cumulative
seasonal growth curves (Schöne et al., 2004).

Prior to computing weighted annual averages, it should be
verified that this mathematical treatment is useful and does not
introduce unwanted bias. Specifically, it needs to be explored if
the growth rate extremes occur at the inflection points of the SST
curve, i.e., half-way between the seasonal extremes of SST (or
whatever environmental variable is reconstructed). At such a
configuration in conjunction with similarly shaped, symmetrical
and smooth (growth and SST) curves, an arithmetic mean can
perfectly agree with the actual SST, whereas a weighted average
would deviate, in the extreme, by nearly 8% (Figure 8). Therefore,
if respective phase relationships are observed, a more detailed
numerical simulation should be conducted, because the shape,
symmetry and smoothness of the growth curve also affect the
averages (Figures 5, 6, 8–12; Supplementary Table S3). For
example, a strongly skewed growth curve, can reverse the results
and require weighting of intra-annual samples. Evidently, a
numerical simulation is only possible if the typical SST curve
of the study area is known or can otherwise be inferred. If such
information is missing, calculation of weighted averages should
be the rule. In practice, the chances for the occurrence of such
exceptional configurations at which weighted means are inferior
to arithmetic means are slim. The seasonal shell growth curve is
typically skewed and contains high-frequency components
(zigzag shape; Figure 3). Furthermore, in many bivalves, fast
shell growth occurs during the warmest part of the year or when
food supply is at optimum or a combination of both. In A.
islandica from NE Iceland, the shell growth maximum lags
several weeks behind the phytoplankton bloom and is
observed in July, i.e., ca. one before the SST maximum (Figure 5).

As it has become common practice to obtain single samples
from annual increments (one sample per annual increment) of
bivalve shells (Reynolds et al., 2019; Mette et al., 2021; Schöne &
Huang, 2021), it is relevant to point out that such samples
represent arithmetic means that are biased toward the fast-
growing season (Ivany et al., 2003), unless an adaptive
sampling strategy was applied. The latter would be a very
challenging undertaking, as it needs to account for differences
in growth rate during the sampling process. Larger proportions of
shell powder would be needed from slow-growing shell portions
relative to such from faster-growing shell portions. An
adjustment of arithmetic means (and thus, single sample data)
for seasonal growth rate-related bias may be possible if the offset
is numerically simulated (Figure 12; Supplementary Table S3)
based on the timing and rate of seasonal shell growth as well as the
shape of the SST curve (or whatever environmental variable is
targeted). However, temporally higher-resolved data of archives
that formed at variable rate always provide the most reliable way
to estimate the actual annual SST (cf. Ivany & Judd, 2022). An
alternative way to address the growth rate-induced bias of
arithmetic means is to recalibrate the proxy. This purely
empirical approach, however, comes with the disadvantage of
placing less emphasis on the underlying thermodynamic
explanation for the functioning of the respective
environmental proxy. Furthermore, if one just wants to apply
an environmental proxy that is already calibrated (and possibly
also based on thermodynamic grounds), the only way to obtain
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reliable, unbiased annual averages is by considering variations in
seasonal shell growth rate and computing weighted averages.

Validity of the Seasonal Growth Model
For various different reasons (e.g., discernability of intra-annual
growth patterns and low isotope sampling resolution in narrow
increments) it is typically not feasible to determine the timing and
rate of seasonal shell growth in all annual increments from which
proxy data were obtained, or even in the same specimens. As a
practical solution, a seasonal growth model can be constructed
from a selection of annual increments (Figure 3) which is then
applied to conspecific specimens from similar habitats. Since
seasonal growth rates vary among taxa, it is essential to develop
species-specific growth models. In addition, the analysis needs to
be confined to specimens from the same habitat, because seasonal
growth curves vary, for example, between different water depths,
specifically below and above the thermocline (e.g., Höche et al.,
2022). However, an average growth curve is likely not
representative for all annual increments, even if all specimens
belong to the same species and live in the same habitat.

Seasonal growth curves can differ among specimens and
between calendar years, and vary through ontogeny and with
increment width. The first and most important thing to test is
whether the duration of the growing season changes through
ontogeny. If that is the case, a universally applicable seasonal
growth model cannot be developed or would require
complicated correction factors for different age classes. A
quick way to preclude a substantial change in the duration of
the growing season is to test whether annual increment width
chronologies of specimens with overlapping lifespans can be
crossdated. If that is the case and the relative changes in shell
growth rate of young and old specimens co-vary, the duration of
seasonal shell growth has almost certainly not changed through
ontogeny. Because crossdating works well for A. islandica
(Schöne et al., 2003; Butler et al., 2013; Holland et al., 2014;
Mette et al., 2016, 2021; Bonitz et al., 2018; Poitevin et al., 2019;
Wanamaker et al., 2019), it can be assumed that the growing
season of this species remains largely invariant among
individual populations. However, crossdating cannot be used
to determine if inter-annual variations in growth rate are related
to changes in the timing and/or rate of seasonal shell growth.
Whatever the underlying reason for year-to-year changes in
increment width is, chronologies will co-vary as long as the
relative growth changes among specimens remain the same.
Therefore, a seasonal growth model is ideally computed from
growth rate data of arbitrarily selected annual increments of
multiple specimens. This approach ensures that the variability
of seasonal shell growth rates during different calendar years,
between specimens and between increments of different width is
appropriately considered (Figure 3). Information on the
species-specific and habitat-specific seasonal shell growth can
be used to estimate the error of the arithmetic averaging bias.
Based on the seasonal growth curves of A. islandica given in
Höche et al. (2022), 100 seasonal growth curves were randomly
generated by Monte Carlo simulation and used to compute the
arithmetic averaging bias and its error, which is 17.8 ± 0.3%.

Limitations of the Numerical Simulations
In the simulations presented herein, it has been assumed that the
shells grow throughout the year, albeit sometimes at an extremely
low rate, but never stop growing. If they do stop, the
environmental conditions are not recorded, and as a
consequence, even the weighted means cannot provide
accurate estimates of the actual environmental averages. The
assumption of continuous shell growth, however, very likely
does not apply at all temporal scales. Many bivalve species
(Goodwin et al., 2001; Rodland et al., 2006; Schwartzmann
et al., 2011) including A. islandica (Ballesta-Artero et al., 2017)
exhibit ultradian changes of physiological activity, which is most
certainly associated with a halt of biomineralization for several
hours every day. As long as the environmental conditions do not
significantly vary throughout the course of the day, this will not
have a measurable effect on the daily, monthly or annual
averages. In addition, it should be considered that the
instrumental environmental recordings, specifically those from
satellites, are also never done uninterruptedly.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

LA-ICP-MS line scan data should not be arithmetically smoothed
if a circular laser beam geometry was used. In such cases, signal
extraction is ideally accomplished with a circle segment area-
based weighted moving average. This treatment minimizes
sample geometry-related errors that can potentially bias
paleoenvironmental interpretations. More substantial error is
typically introduced if changes in seasonal shell production
rates remain unconsidered and arithmetic instead of weighted
annual means are computed from intra-annual samples. Shell
portions formed during periods of slow growth need to be given
greater weight than those formed during fast growth periods. The
relative amount of time required to form the respective shell
portion from which the sample was obtained serves as the factor
by which the associated proxy data needs to be multiplied. As
indicated by numerical simulations, arithmetic averages typically
overestimate or underestimate the actual environmental variable
of interest by up to nearly 40% relative to its range, whereas
weighted averages can reduce the error substantially. On average,
the error reduction attains 80% at a sample depth of 10, 92%
when 20 samples were analyzed and nearly 100% when 100
samples were taken from an annual increment. Under some
exceptional, though unrealistic circumstances, arithmetic
means can be superior to weighted means. To preclude the
presence of such cases, a numerical simulation is advised
based on shape, amplitude and phase relationships of the
curves of seasonal shell growth and the environmental
quantity. To assess the error of the offset induced by
arithmetic averaging, Monte Carlo simulations should be
employed and seasonal shell growth curves randomly generated.

The problems addressed in the present study are not limited to
LA-ICP-MS data, but likewise affect any chemical, physical or
structural property recorded in bivalve shells and even other
material that formed at variable rate. Therefore, the findings
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presented here may have wider implications and can also help to
improve averages computed from other materials.
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